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Abstract. The impact of a hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) treatment on the response of doped SnO2 sensors
is investigated for acetone, carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The sensor was operated in temperature cycles
based on the DSR concept (differential surface reduction). According to this concept, the rate constants for the
reduction and oxidation of the surface after fast temperature changes can be evaluated and used for quantification
of reducing gases as well as quantification and compensation of sensor poisoning by siloxanes, which is shown
in this work. Increasing HMDSO exposure reduces the rate constants and therefore the sensitivity of the sensor
more and more for all processes. On the other hand, while the rate constants for acetone and carbon monoxide
are reduced nearly to zero already for short treatments, the hydrogen sensitivity remains fairly stable, which
greatly increases the selectivity. During repeated HMDSO treatment the quasistatic sensitivity, i.e. equilibrium
sensitivity at one point during the temperature cycle, rises at first for all gases but then drops rapidly for acetone
and carbon monoxide, which can also be explained by reduced rate constants for oxygen chemisorption on the
sensor surface when considering the generation of surface charge.

1 Introduction

Exposure to siloxane is known to change the properties of
metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) gas sensors in terms of
response time, sensitivity and selectivity (Williams and Pratt,
1998; Schüler et al., 2015). These changes are caused by
the decomposition of the siloxanes on the hot sensor sur-
face leading to the formation of non-volatile reaction prod-
ucts like polymers or silica (Rücker and Kümmerer, 2015)
and hence to a decrease in reactivity, e.g. due to a reduc-
tion of catalytic activity of the sensor surface. In catal-
ysis this deactivation is called poisoning (Elsayed et al.,
2017), a term that is also widely used in the MOS gas sen-
sor community (Korotcenkov and Cho, 2011) even though
the effect does not always lead to sensor deterioration.
Extensive siloxane exposure decreases the sensitivity of a
MOS gas sensor to a wide range of gases except for hy-
drogen H2 (Williams and Pratt, 1998). MOS gas sensors
for volatile organic compounds (VOCs), e.g. for indoor air

quality (IAQ) measurement, can therefore be deteriorated
by siloxanes (Korotcenkov and Cho, 2011). Testing proce-
dures like DIN EN 50194-1 (10 ppm hexamethyldisiloxane,
HMDSO, for 40 min, i.e. a dosage of 400 ppm min) have
been introduced to predict the stability. Recent results sug-
gest, however, that this test dosage might not be sufficient
(Palmisano et al., 2015) in many applications: siloxanes and
especially volatile cyclic siloxanes belong to the most abun-
dant VOCs found in indoor environments (Gaj and Pakuluk,
2015; Tang et al., 2015), originating from numerous sources,
e.g. personal care products and cosmetics (Horii and Kan-
nan, 2008; Dudzina et al., 2014). Siloxanes are also widely
used in printing inks, several patents can be found (Snyder,
1967; Robbart, 1985; Smith, 2004; Moorlag et al., 2016) and
volatile contaminations from mostly siloxane-based stencils
can be found on printed matter (Sharpe et al., 2006). Due to
the increasing abundance of cyclic siloxanes, the German en-
vironmental agency UBA proposed a guideline limit value of
0.4 mg m−3 of cyclic siloxanes in room air (Umweltbunde-
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samt, 2011). With this concentration, the above-mentioned
testing dosage of 400 ppm min is already reached after ap-
proximately 5 to 11 d, depending on whether the total mass
or the total number of molecules is considered. It becomes
obvious that the effects of siloxane poisoning cannot be ig-
nored in MOS sensor applications like IAQ. Research studies
on better understanding and minimizing the impact of sensor
poisoning are therefore highly necessary.

As mentioned above, siloxane treatment usually has a neg-
ligible effect on the hydrogen sensitivity, providing a rise in
selectivity for this gas. For the preparation of an intentionally
H2-selective sensor, often bulky silicon dioxide (SiO2) layers
are deposited on the sensing layer, e.g. using chemical vapour
deposition (CVD). These layers have been reported to act as
a molecular sieve on the surface (Kelleter, 1997; Tournier
and Pijolat, 2005) or even as a pre-concentrator (Meng et al.,
2019).

Despite the enormous importance, the process of surface
deactivation on sensors is poorly understood. Several authors
have reported that during a siloxane treatment process a rise
in sensitivity is observed at first followed by decreasing sen-
sitivity (Williams and Pratt, 1998; Meng et al., 2019). In
this work, we want to improve the understanding of silox-
ane treatment effects on the sensing layer using a special
temperature variation technique called differential surface re-
duction (DSR), which allows the determination of rate con-
stants for gas reactions on the sensor surface. In other pub-
lications we already presented this method for highly sensi-
tive quantification and identification of reducing gases like
VOCs (Schultealbert et al., 2017, 2018; Baur et al., 2018).
In this study, a MOS gas sensor is exposed to high dosages
of HMDSO (up to 600 ppm h or 36 000 ppm min) in several
steps, while rate constants for acetone, carbon monoxide, hy-
drogen and oxygen are evaluated. The findings are evaluated
in terms of sensitivity and hydrogen selectivity.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Sensor model

The classical model for a gas sensor’s sensitivity is based on
energy barriers at grain–grain boundaries resulting from sur-
face charges in the form of O−2 and O− and the mass action
law (Madou and Morrison, 1989). Therefore, the steady-state
sensitivity to a certain gas is given by the equilibrium be-
tween oxygen oxidizing the sensor surface,

e−+O2
k1 and k−1
←→ O−2 , (1)

e−+O−2
k2
−→ 2O−, (2)

and gases reacting with adsorbed oxygen O−, which is the
reactive species according to Madou and Morrison (1989),
reducing these surface sites (reducing gases R):

R+O−
k3
−→ RO+ e−. (3)

The blocking of surface sites by SiO2 will inhibit the surface
oxygen adsorption, Eqs. (1) and (2), as well as the gas reac-
tion with surface oxygen, Eq. (3). Depending on the relative
extent of these inhibitions, this could result in an overall in-
crease or decrease in sensitivity.

Using the DSR method we are able to observe oxida-
tion and reduction processes independent of each other dur-
ing temperature-cycled operation (TCO) (Schultealbert et al.,
2017; Baur et al., 2018). On the other hand, the two differ-
ent oxidation processes according to Eqs. (1) and (2) are not
distinguished, and only the combined process is observed.
Therefore, we will call the overall process of Eqs. (1) and (2)
the generation of surface charge with the rate constant kox
and the process according to Eq. (3) surface reduction with
the rate constant kred. This also accounts for the fact that the
type of surface oxygen taking part in the reaction (which was
stated above to be O−) and specific reaction processes de-
pend on the sensor temperature and are still discussed in the
literature (Barsan and Weimar, 2001; Gurlo, 2006), so we
want to emphasize that kox and kred can also represent other
reaction processes resulting in generation or reduction of sur-
face charge.

The procedure for the DSR method is derived from the
Sauerwald–Baur model for SnO2 sensors in TCO, which is
described in detail in Schultealbert et al. (2017) and Baur
et al. (2018). The mentioned generally accepted assumption
of Schottky barriers with an energy barrier built by surface
charge is used and the surface processes taking place during
and after temperature changes are modelled to characterize
the conductance of the sensitive layer. In contrast to physical
adsorption of molecules on surfaces, the total surface charge
in thermal equilibrium increases with temperature and is lim-
ited by the maximum allowable band bending induced by the
resulting space charge region. Therefore, after a fast change
from high to low temperature the surface is charged highly
above equilibrium, because the surface processes, i.e. the re-
laxation of surface charge, are significantly slower than the
performed temperature change. The reaction of any reduc-
ing gas in the surrounding gas atmosphere with this surface
charge according to Eq. (3) will be dominant compared to
the generation of surface charge, Eqs. (1) and (2), and can be
observed as an exponential relaxation of the sensor conduc-
tance G. For low concentrations of reducing gases and short
times after the temperature jump, this exponential process
can be simplified using a Taylor series so that the following
relation applies:

d
dt

ln(G)∝ kred, (4)

which allows determination of the effective rate constant kred
for the surface reduction. On the other hand, for a fast change
from low to high temperature the inverse reaction (genera-
tion of surface charge) is dominant on the surface, because
the sensor is coming from a state with lower surface charge
at lower temperature. Since this is often a fast process due
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to the high temperature and because the oxygen concentra-
tion in air is high compared to reducing gases, the resulting
time constant is evaluated by an exponential fit instead of
the linear approximation in Eq. (4), similar to the evaluation
method for high concentrations of reducing gas presented by
Schultealbert et al. (2018). In contrast to the slope as the first
element of a Taylor series, the evaluation of a time constant
has the additional advantage of being independent of the ini-
tial energy barrier. Due to the fast equilibration at high tem-
perature, we can always assume to be in equilibrium before a
step change from high to low temperature, i.e. starting from
the same surface charge, so the linear approximation accord-
ing to Eq. (4) is appropriate for the low-temperature surface
reduction. Reaching equilibrium conditions at lower temper-
atures to be in a defined state before changing to high tem-
perature would take significantly more time and, moreover,
is strongly dependent on the concentration of reducing gases.
Corresponding to the DSR method, this process is denoted as
differential surface oxidation (DSO). The full process of the
DSR and DSO methods at grain level, the observable sen-
sor conductance ln(G) as well as the relevant sections for the
data evaluation are summarized in the schematic overview
in Fig. 1. The graphic also includes the definition of the qua-
sistatic conductance, which means that the signal is extracted
from the dynamic operation during temperature cycling but
at a distinct time within the cycle, where the conductance has
reached a constant value on the respective temperature step,
i.e. equilibrium surface coverage is achieved, and the evalu-
ated signal is therefore comparable to steady-state operation,
where the sensor is constantly kept at one temperature.

This model behind the used temperature cycle is of course
a simplified view of MOS sensors, but from our experience
it is highly useful under many circumstances and for a broad
range of SnO2-based sensors. Nevertheless, it is important
to understand that there can be deviations from the idealized
derived behaviour as described here if some or all of the un-
derlying assumptions (one-stage reaction processes, constant
donor density, only one dominant oxygen species taking part
in the reaction, etc.) are invalid.

2.2 Sensor and operation mode

The investigations were performed with a commercially
available SnO2-based MOS gas sensor (UST GGS 1530,
UST Umweltsensortechnik GmbH; the exact composition of
the sensitive layer is unknown, as it is for most commercial
sensors). From our experience it is possible to apply the sen-
sor model described in Sect. 2.1 and the DSR method also
for other commercial sensors based on SnO2. As described
above, gas measurements between the conditioning steps
are performed in TCO: temperature changes are performed
from high-temperature plateaus at 450 ◦C down to five low-
temperature phases (150, 200, 250, 300, and 350 ◦C) for DSR
measurements. The duration of each high-temperature phase

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the working principle for the DSR
and DSO method: top shows the observed trace of ln(G) over one
temperature step from high to low temperature as indicated in the
middle. Regions for data evaluation in the form of exponential fit
(for DSO) and linear approximation (for DSR) as well as the rel-
evant data points for extraction of the quasistatic conductance are
indicated. The bottom shows the working principle on grain level:
two neighbouring grains representing the MOS sensor layer are dis-
played; the amount of surface charge and the corresponding deple-
tion layer which is responsible for the energy barrier are indicated
by the size of the lighter region in each state of the temperature
cycle.

is 30 s, while the lower-temperature phases have a duration
of 120 s, each resulting in a total cycle duration of 750 s.

During the HMDSO treatments, the sensor was operated at
constant temperature (300, 400, 500 and 700 ◦C). The tem-
perature during treatment was increased every few steps to
investigate temperature-dependent effects and higher SiO2
coverage. The treatment at 700 ◦C was based on a previous
work (Kelleter, 1997), where a Pd-doped SnO2-based MOS
sensor was treated with 5000 ppm HMDSO for 8 min. In this
work, due to concentration limits, the sensor was treated at
700 ◦C with 2500 ppm HMDSO for 16 min to achieve the
same dose.
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Table 1. Overview of the complete HMDSO treatment process with treatment steps after which gas measurements were conducted.

Sensor 300 ◦C Treatment 400 ◦C Treatment 500 ◦C Treatment 700 ◦C Treatment
temperature

Duration of 3 h 1 3 h 4 3 h 8 16 min 12
HMDSO 9 h 2 6 h 5 6 h 9
exposure∗ 12 h 3 12 h 6 12 h 10

24 h 7 24 h 11

Average 11 ppm 13 ppm 10 ppm 2500 ppm
HMDSO
concentration

∗ Accumulated treatment time at this temperature, after which a gas measurement was conducted.

To discriminate between both modes, we will use the no-
tations TCO temperature and treatment temperature below.
The full course of ln(G) during a temperature cycle will be
denoted as a TCO cycle.

For data acquisition a modified commercial sensor sys-
tem (SensorToolbox, 3S GmbH) with a logarithmic amplifier
(LOG112, Texas Instruments) was used to record the sensor
conductance (Baur et al., 2015). In this setup, the sensor tem-
perature is controlled via the integrated heater in a Wheat-
stone bridge with a digital potentiometer.

2.3 Gas mixing and sequence

The gas measurements were realized with a custom-designed
gas-mixing apparatus (GMA, similar to the systems de-
scribed in Helwig et al., 2014, and Leidinger et al., 2018)
consisting of several mass flow controllers (MFCs) and
valves. Prior to and in between treatments, the sensor was
exposed to 2 ppm acetone and 2 ppm carbon monoxide, as
representatives for typical reducing gases, and to 2 ppm hy-
drogen, which is not influenced by HMDSO poisoning on
MOS sensors. The total flow was set to 200 mL min−1 and
the humidity was held constant at 50 % RH supplied by a
water bubbler at 20 ◦C. The test gases were added from pres-
sure cylinders by MFCs to the humidified carrier gas of zero
air. Zero air was supplied from a zero air generator (GT Plus,
VICI AG International) with a dew point of −70 ◦C and cat-
alytic conversion to also remove small hydrocarbons and hy-
drogen from the compressed air. Between gas exposures and
after each HMDSO treatment the whole system was thor-
oughly flushed with zero air for at least 1 h.

The treatments with HMDSO were performed at 4.5 % RH
for a certain time (see Table 1) subsequently at the four men-
tioned sensor temperatures. The HMDSO vapour was gen-
erated via an isothermal bubbler at 20 ◦C with a constant
flow rate of 0.5 mL min−1 through the liquid. Due to the
high vapour pressure, this vapour was diluted by 2 L min−1

of zero air. This diluted vapour flow is then added to the con-
stant sensor flow of 200 mL min−1 to achieve a concentra-
tion of approximately 10 ppm, resulting in a total flow rate

of 2.2 L min−1 during the HMDSO treatments. The concen-
tration of HMDSO was determined gravimetrically from the
mass loss of the bubbler and the total carrier gas flow (see
Table 1). An overview of the schematic setup of the GMA
can be found in Schüler (2016).

3 Results

3.1 Sensitivity

TCO cycles (full sensor cycles) at different treatment stages
under the measured gas atmospheres (zero air, acetone, car-
bon monoxide and hydrogen) are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2a
shows the sensor signal prior to the HMDSO treatment. Un-
der reducing gases, the sensor shows a strong and fast relax-
ation process during the high-temperature phases, while the
relaxation during the lower-temperature phases is strongly
dependent on the TCO temperature and gas type allowing
discrimination of different reducing gases. The TCO tem-
perature during the first low-temperature phase (150 ◦C) is
too low to yield a significant reduction of surface charge by
acetone and hydrogen, so a significant relaxation is only ob-
served for carbon monoxide. In some of the low-temperature
phases (250–300 ◦C) the relaxation even exceeds the con-
ductance value at high temperature: the reduction of sur-
face charge, i.e. the grain–grain energy barrier at the sensor
surface caused by reducing gases (especially hydrogen), at
this temperature exceeds the temperature effect of the semi-
conductor. After the various HMDSO treatments (Fig. 2b–
d) the surface reduction during the low-temperature phases
decreases strongly and the low-temperature phases are more
and more represented by one constant conductance value in-
stead of a relaxation process. This effect is strongest dur-
ing the first treatments (Fig. 2b represents treatment 3 af-
ter 132 ppm h) but can further be observed also in the fol-
lowing treatments (Fig. 2c and d, corresponding to 288 and
564 ppm h respectively), especially for carbon monoxide.
The same can also be observed for the relaxation on the high-
temperature phases, where the relaxation results in sharp,
high peaks before any treatment (Fig. 2a) which become
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Figure 2. TCO cycles under zero air (before treatment) and under 2 ppm of acetone, carbon monoxide, and hydrogen respectively at different
stages of the treatment process: (a) before any treatment, (b) after treatment 3, (c) after treatment 6, and (d) after treatment 10.

Figure 3. (a) The quasistatic sensor response at the end of the 300 ◦C phase for the three measured gases at 2 ppm over the treatment process.
(b) The DSR signal at 300 ◦C sensor temperature plotted for the three measured gases at 2 ppm over the treatment process.

slower with reduced height during the subsequent treatments
(Fig. 2b–d).

The quasistatic sensor response (compare Fig. 1) in terms
of ln

(
Ggas
G0

)
was evaluated for all gases to test the previously

reported behaviour of at first ascending and later descending
sensitivities after HMDSO exposure. The sensor response at
the TCO temperature of 300 ◦C to 2 ppm acetone, carbon
monoxide and hydrogen for each treatment step is shown in
Fig. 3a. Compared to the initial state (treatment 0), the sensor
response is nearly constant after the first HMDSO treatment
for all gases; a small increase in sensitivity can be observed
for hydrogen. For acetone and carbon monoxide the response
decreases rapidly with the second treatment, whereas for hy-
drogen the response shows only a slight decrease. For sub-
sequent treatments, the trend is quite different for the three
reducing gases: while the response to carbon monoxide stays

nearly constant, it continues to decrease for acetone up until
treatment 7. For hydrogen, on the other hand, the response in-
creases even beyond the original response without treatment.

After the first HMDSO treatment at a treatment tempera-
ture of 500 ◦C (treatment step 8) an increase in sensitivity can
be observed for all gases which then stays practically con-
stant for the subsequent treatments (treatments 9–11). The
final treatment at 700 ◦C with increased HMDSO concen-
tration results in significantly reduced sensitivity for carbon
monoxide and slightly reduced sensitivities for acetone and
hydrogen.

On the other hand, the trends of the DSR sensor signal,
i.e. the slope of the logarithmic conductance shortly after
the temperature change from high to low, are much eas-
ier to interpret when comparing the different gases as well
as the overall trend during the treatment steps. Figure 3b
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shows the DSR signal for all three gases after the step from
450 to 300 ◦C over the various HMDSO treatments. For all
three tested gases, a monotonous decrease is observed, but
the change, i.e. the degree of poisoning, depending on the
treatment step is quite different. While the decrease is fast
for acetone and carbon monoxide, nearly reaching zero af-
ter two to five treatments, for hydrogen the signal is reduced
by half during the first step followed by a much slower re-
duction compared to the other two gases. The sensor signal
after treatment 11 (corresponding to 684 ppm h) still reaches
13 % of the original signal before HMDSO treatment. The fi-
nal HMDSO treatment at a treatment temperature of 700 ◦C
then shows a strong further decrease in the DSR signal.

The results for the other measured TCO temperatures
(both in quasistatic evaluation as well as in DSR evaluation)
are similar. For low TCO temperatures the hydrogen sensitiv-
ity is rather low from the beginning, and the same is true for
carbon monoxide at high TCO temperatures; therefore, we
chose a medium and commonly used TCO temperature for
the DSR evaluation of 300 ◦C to demonstrate the observed
effects more clearly. For the other TCO temperatures, the
reader is referred to the Supplement.

In the first high-temperature phase during the TCO cycle,
an exponential function of the form ln(G)= a ·exp(−b ·t)+c
was fitted to the observed sensor conductance to determine
the time constant to reach the equilibrium surface charge.
This process is independent of the gas exposure as long as
the surface charge was reduced significantly during the pre-
vious low-temperature phase; i.e. the relaxation during the
high-temperature phase can be clearly observed and the as-
sumptions of the underlying sensor model (Schultealbert et
al., 2017) are valid. The results for every treatment step are
shown in Fig. 4. The time constant τOx ∝ 1/b increases con-
tinuously during the HMDSO treatment process; i.e. the re-
action rate kOx ∝ b (similar to the DSR signal evaluated for
the reducing gases) decreases significantly also for the gen-
eration of surface charge. This result explains the seemingly
inconsistent results from measurements at constant temper-
ature where rising sensitivities are observed as these result
from the competition between surface charging and reduc-
tion. In some cases (depending for example on temperature)
the reaction rate for hydrogen is affected less than for the
generation of surface charge, so the overall sensitivity to-
wards hydrogen rises due to siloxane treatment. However,
this does not indicate increased reactivity to hydrogen on the
sensor surface as is sometimes concluded. This finding can
also help to compensate the sensor poisoning resulting in an
instable DSR signal after siloxane exposure, as we will dis-
cuss in Sect. 4.

3.2 Selectivity

The DSR signal at different TCO temperatures can be used
for identification of gases, and pattern recognition is often ap-
plied for this purpose (Bastuck et al., 2018). Figure 5 shows

Figure 4. The surface charge generation rate evaluated through an
exponential fit during the first high-temperature phase over the treat-
ment process.

Figure 5. The DSR signal pattern over temperature for the three
measured gases (blue: hydrogen, red: carbon monoxide, yellow:
acetone) before any treatment (solid lines, filled circles) and after
the 1st treatment step (3 h at 300 ◦C and 11 ppm HMDSO, dashed
lines, open circles).

the DSR patterns, i.e. the DSR signals over the various tem-
perature steps in the cycle, of the three measured gases be-
fore HMDSO treatment and after the first treatment step (3 h
at 300 ◦C). While initially especially the two highest TCO
temperatures (300 and 350 ◦C) help to discriminate hydro-
gen from the other two gases, acetone and carbon monoxide
can be discriminated at the lowest temperature, where only
carbon monoxide shows any significant signal at all. After
this first treatment (dotted lines), these DSR patterns have
changed. While carbon monoxide is still the only gas show-
ing a significant response at the lowest temperature, acetone
and hydrogen now show nearly parallel patterns, making it
very hard to discriminate both gases with pattern recognition
techniques.
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Figure 6. The selectivity factor for hydrogen against acetone (tri-
angles) and carbon monoxide (circles) in quasistatic evaluation
GH2/GCO,acetone (blue) and DSR evaluation kH2/kCO,acetone (red)
over the treatment process.

Nevertheless, siloxane treatment can be used to enhance
the selectivity of a MOS sensor for hydrogen compared to
other gases. In Fig. 6 the selectivity parameter, i.e. the sensor
conductance or DSR signal to hydrogen divided by the sen-
sor conductance or DSR signal to acetone or carbon monox-
ide, is given for the treatment process. Here, we chose the
TCO temperatures yielding the highest selectivity values,
i.e. 450 ◦C for quasistatic evaluation and 300 ◦C for DSR
evaluation. The blue lines representing the quasistatic eval-
uation demonstrate a considerable increase in the selectivity
factor with increasing HMDSO dose. For the DSR evaluation
(red lines), a maximum can be observed which is reached for
acetone (triangles) already after 3 treatments and for carbon
monoxide (circles) around the 9th to 10th treatments (we as-
sume the very high value after 8 treatments to be an outlier).
This maximum results from the fact that the sensitivity to in-
terfering gases reaches a value close to zero quite quickly,
while the sensitivity to hydrogen as target gas is only slowly
reduced over the treatment process and seems to level off af-
ter HMDSO treatments at a treatment temperature of 500 ◦C
as shown in Fig. 3. The final treatment at 700 ◦C reduces the
selectivity again due to the strongly reduced response to hy-
drogen.

4 Discussion

The central finding of the reported measurements is that only
one basic effect of siloxane treatment on SnO2 gas sensors
is sufficient to explain the somewhat confusing change in
the sensitivity with increasing HMDSO dose: the reduction
of the reaction rate of every surface process on the sensor.
Since this also includes the generation of surface charge, the
initial increase in sensitivities, reported in several previous
studies and confirmed by the quasistatic evaluations in this

work, can be explained as well as the subsequent strong de-
crease by the competition between surface charge increase by
oxygen adsorption and reduction due to reducing gases. This
decrease, however, varies significantly for different types of
gases, which may be due to different activation energies for
their reactions or due to different surface sites that are deacti-
vated with unequal velocity. The hypothesis that hydrogen’s
reaction is not affected or even enhanced by poisoning (Kel-
leter, 1997; Hyodo et al., 2000; Tournier and Pijolat, 2005;
Meng et al., 2019) has been proven wrong by our results as
the DSR reaction rate reduces strongly for hydrogen after a
high HMDSO dose. Nevertheless, the quasistatic sensor re-
sponse rises at the same time, because the generation of neg-
atively charged surface species is affected more by the silox-
ane poisoning and, thus, the equilibrium is shifted towards
lower surface charge coverage.

For the dynamic operation of MOS gas sensors the pre-
sented results have serious impact. When the operation mode
is mainly based on dynamic surface reactions a decrease
in the reaction rates, i.e. the evaluated DSR signal, in the
range of 40 % (hydrogen) to 60 % (for acetone and carbon
monoxide) after only 3 h at 11 ppm of HMDSO is sufficient
to prevent stable long-term operation. Taking the total silox-
ane concentration that is not exceeded in 90 % of investi-
gated homes in the study by Hofmann and Plieninger (2008)
(percentile P90 corresponding to 58.7 µg m−3, i.e. 8.1 ppb
HMDSO or 3.87 ppb decamethylcyclopentasiloxane, which
was found most), this first treatment step in our study repre-
sents a dose corresponding to 0.5–1 year of operation in an
indoor environment, which might be justifiable for a low-cost
sensor. Treatment step 2 corresponding to 1.5–3 years of op-
eration under the same assumption already results in a loss
in sensitivity of 70 % for hydrogen and 95 % for acetone and
carbon monoxide respectively.

Nevertheless, more effort in compensation and detection
of siloxane poisoning is needed to ensure proper dynamic op-
eration in real-world environments and to maintain the sensor
signal even in the deteriorated “poisoned” state. Understand-
ing the basic effect of reduced reaction rates is a good starting
point to improve sensor system performance. Specifically, we
can make use of the fact that the surface charge generation is
also decreasing for increased HMDSO dosage (Fig. 4). Since
the concentration of oxygen can be assumed to be constant in
ambient air, this value can be considered for compensation.
For this purpose, the calibration curve, i.e. response vs. con-
centration, for the desired gas needs to be known for different
stages of siloxane exposure so that the correct model can be
applied for quantification. From the data presented here, we
can see that the reaction rates of hydrogen and oxygen are
proportional (see Fig. 7) for all HMDSO dosages. Only the
original sensor before HMDSO exposure deviates from this
linear curve. Therefore, before applying the proposed com-
pensation procedure it is necessary to expose the sensor to
low siloxane dosages. In any case, it is possible to use the sur-
face charge generation rate, determined from the relaxation
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Figure 7. The evaluated DSR signal to hydrogen over the corre-
sponding surface charge generation rate found at each treatment
steps yields a linear curve neglecting the very first data point in the
untreated state.

time constant during the high-temperature phase, to quantify
the sensor deterioration by HMDSO. This information can
be used to indicate the need for sensor replacement, which is
highly relevant, especially in safety applications.

Looking at the desired effect of high selectivity for hy-
drogen sensing, two cases can be distinguished. In the tradi-
tional steady-state operation (one constant temperature) our
results indicate that a strong siloxane treatment yields the
highest selectivity. This approach, i.e. treatment of the sen-
sors via chemical vapour deposition to form bulky silox-
ane layers on top of the sensitive layer, was previously re-
ported (Katsuki and Fukui, 1998; Tournier and Pijolat, 2005;
Meng et al., 2019). One drawback might be an increase in
the response time due to slow diffusion through this cover
layer, which was not evaluated in this study. For the dy-
namic operation and DSR mode a compromise between very
low reaction rates for other gases (here: acetone and carbon
monoxide) and a still significant DSR signal for hydrogen
should be found (compare Fig. 3b and especially Fig. 6).
Since the DSR signals for acetone and carbon monoxide al-
ready approach zero after treatment 2 a HMDSO treatment
of approximately 100 ppm h resulting in a selectivity factor
of more than 10 should be sufficient for most applications,
although the selectivity factor increases slightly further for
higher treatment steps (Fig. 6). Depending on the required
level of selectivity and sensitivity, i.e. expected concentra-
tions of hydrogen and interferent gases on the one hand and
the expected sensor lifetime on the other hand, the optimal
treatment dose can be determined to fit the application envi-
ronment.

5 Conclusion and outlook

This study presents the first systematic investigation of the
influence of siloxane treatment on the dynamic properties

of MOS sensors in temperature-cycled operation, especially
concerning the DSR method, yielding a better understanding
of the sensor properties. In contrast to previous studies we
could prove a loss in reactivity on the sensor surface for all
gases, not only typical reducing gases, but also hydrogen and
oxygen. In equilibrium, i.e. steady-state operation, this can
lead to the previously observed increase in sensitivity. For
the DSR method, which focuses on the surface reaction rates,
this leads to decreasing sensitivities for all siloxane doses,
which can be considered sensor poisoning depending on the
application. This is very challenging for dynamic sensor op-
eration because of the strong impact for applications requir-
ing sensitive VOC detection but is also promising in terms of
compensation and sensor self-monitoring: the surface charge
generation rate is a potential candidate for determining the
sensor deterioration state and also for compensating the loss
of sensitivity. While an enhanced selectivity to hydrogen was
also observed for the DSR method, this needs careful tuning
of the treatment process in order to find the optimum sensor
properties.

Further studies are needed to improve the understanding
of the poisoning process for different gases. Comparing these
results to catalysis science might help to identify and better
understand the underlying reaction mechanisms. In order to
achieve stable gas quantification with a MOS sensor in this
operation mode, more studies on dependence of the surface
charge generation rate on the poisoning state, its indepen-
dence of the gas type and concentration as well as its relation
to the reaction rates of different gases are needed, also under
more realistic ambient conditions.
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